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Abstract 
Set-indexed local martingales are defined and studied. We present some optional sampling 
theorems for strong martingales, martingales and weak martingales. The class of set-indexed 
processes which are locally of class (D) is introduced. A Doob-Meyer decomposition is
obtained: any local weak submartingale has a unique decomposition into the sum of a local 
weak martingale and a local predictable increasing process. Finally some examples are given. 
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O. Introduction 
The concept of localization plays a fundamental role in the theory of stochastic 
processes. The aim of this paper is to introduce this notion in the framework of 
set-indexed processes, and to study the important class of processes called the local 
martingales. To our knowledge, no previous papers deal with the definition of 
set-indexed local martingales. As pointed out by Meyer (1981), even for two-para- 
meter processes, localization is not an easy problem and a counterexample given by 
Imkeller (1986) shows that "bounded localization" is not possible in general. Despite 
these limitations, there are important classes of processes which can be localized in 
a suitable manner, and so it is essential that this concept be better understood. 
Clearly, the key which permits the study of local martingales i an optional 
sampling theorem (also called a stopping theorem). Such a theorem for martingales 
indexed by a directed set was obtained by Kurtz (1980) and extended for a very special 
class of submartingales byHurzeler (1985). (His bibliography gives references to other 
related results). Related to this problem is the theory of optimal stopping, but we will 
not deal with it here (see for example, Nualart, 1992). 
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In a certain sense, this paper is a continuation of the paper Dozzi et al. (1994) 
in which a Doob-Meyer decomposition was obtained for set-indexed martingales 
satisfying a class (D) condition, and we will extensively use its results and ultimately 
extend the Doob-Meyer decomposition to processes which can be localized. In 
order to simplify the reading of this paper, in the first section we present the 
framework and the notation for the different kinds of martingales and give some 
examples. 
Stopping sets and stopping theorems are discussed in Section 2. We show that 
a simple stopping set is a stopping time in Kurtz's sense. Moreover, assuming a sort of 
right-continuity on the filtration, we obtain that a stopping set is a stopping time in 
Hurzeler's ense. Stopping theorems are obtained for strong martingales, martingales 
and weak martingales (and, respectively, their subversions), and here a class (D) 
(uniform integrability) condition is necessary for some of the results. 
The different ypes of local martingales are defined in Section three. We also 
introduce the class of processes which are locally of class (D). Notice that in the 
set-indexed framework, the class (D) condition is very delicate. For example, even 
a closable martingale is not necessarily of class (D). As an application, we extend the 
Doob--Meyer decomposition to local weak submartingales and show the existence of 
a unique decomposition i to the sum of a local weak martingale and a predictable 
increasing process. Since a weak martingale may have very bad regularity properties, 
we cannot expect o reach better esults. Finally, non-trivial examples of such local 
weak submartingales are presented. 
Some of these results are new even in the two-parameter case (see Cairoli et al. 1978; 
Ivanoff, 1985, Merzbach and Zakai 1987, and especially Fouque, 1983). We have 
attempted to present a very general framework which is also sufficiently flexible to be 
applied in several different situations. We hope also that the techniques developed 
here can be used for other results involving local martingales. 
1. Preliminaries and notation 
Let T be a locally compact opological space, and let d be a semilattice of closed 
subsets of T, where A ^ B = A n B. We assume that 05 ~ d ,  that d is closed under 
arbitrary intersections, and that UA ~ ~¢A = T. ((-) denotes the closure of a set.) Note 
that we do not require that T be in d .  A complete probability space (f2, ~-, P) is given, 
equipped with a filtration {~-A: A ~ ~¢ } satisfying the "usual" conditions: 
• ~-~ contains all the P-null sets. 
• A~B,A ,B~d: : :~ . .~A~_.~.  
• Right-continuity: ~NZ=, A. = n ,~ t ~A,, where {A,} is a decreasing sequence in ~q¢. 
A (d-indexed) stochastic process X = {XA: A ~ d}  is a collection of random 
variables indexed by ~¢, and is said to be adapted if Xa is ~A-measurable, VA ~ o~¢. 
For convenience, we shall always assume X,  = 0. 
We will require two other classes of sets generated by ~¢. The first is ~¢(u), 
which is the class of finite unions of sets in d .  We remark that d(u)  is itself a 
lattice with the partial order induced by set inclusion, and that on d(u) ,  v = u.  
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Finally, let ~ consists of all sets in T of the form 
C=A\B ,  AE~/ ,  B~s/(u).  
It is easily shown that (g is a semi-ring. Note that if B = U,'= ~A~ e ~d(u), we can 
require that if i # j, then A~ q~ Aj. Such a representation f B e ~¢(u) will be called 
"extremal". If C = A\B  E ~, A e ~1, B E ~¢(u), then the representation f C is called 
extremal if that of B is. We shall assume henceforth (clearly, without loss of generality) 
that all representations of sets in ~¢(u) and (g are extremal. 
We need the following two assumptions: 
(A1) If A, B E d and A # 49, B # 49, then A~B ~ 49. Also, if A ~_ U~=l Ai, where 
A~,..., Ak e ~¢, then there is an index i, 1 ~< i ~< k, such that A _~ A~. Moreover, if 
m C=A\U~=~A~, then for any BE~¢ such that A ___ B there exist Bt . . . . .  B,, in 
.~¢ such that Bi ~- B, C = A\U7= ~ Bi is an extremal representation, and if A'E J ,  
m A' =_ B, A '~C = 49, then A' _~ U~=I Bj. (This is called a "maximal" representation f 
C in B.) 
(A2) (Separability from above) 
There exists an increasing sequence of finite subsemilattices ~¢, = {A] . . . . .  A~,} 
satisfying ~1._  ~/; 49Es¢.; /~ .= c~, Vn, and a sequence of functions 
g.:~¢ ~¢. (u )L~{T} (~¢.(u) is the class of unions of sets in the finite lattice ~¢.) 
preserving all intersections, atisfying A ~_ (g.(A)) ° VA E za¢, such that g.(A) ~_ g,.(A) 
ifn/> m, and A = O.g.(A), VA E ~¢. Also, if4) # A, A' E s¢ and A c A', then for all n, 
A c g.(A)c~A'. (Note, " c " means strict inclusion, and (.)° denotes the interior of 
a set.) 
Note: We may extend g. to a function g. :~/ (u )~sC. (u )u{T} as follows: 
g.(U~=~ A,)= U~=x g,(A~). 
Comment. These conditions are actually stronger than necessary for many results. 
However, both are satisfied in all the examples we have in mind, such as the case 
T = ~"+ and T = R". These and other examples will be discussed at the end of the 
section. 
In the sequel, we shall always assume that (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. 
We may associate various a-fields with sets in ~(u)  and ca. If B = U~= 1 Ai E d(u),  
AI , . . . ,  A, E ~¢, then ~o = VT= x ~-a,- The family of a-fields {~o: B E ~¢(u)} is com- 
plete and increasing, but not necessarily right-continuous. Thus, we define for 
~o (Note: ~o  c ~B, and ~-A = (], ~-g,(B).) This is close to the Be  ~¢(u): ~B = N. ,(B~. 
definition of Hurzeler (1984). For C e c K, let ~c = 0A~ ~'~A. If C E~, let 
if* = V ....... fin. We have that if B e d (u), and B n C = 49, that ~n ~_ if*. Also, by 
° 
Lemma . of Dozzi et al (1994), ffc c if*. Note that {fie} and {(~ff} are both 
decreasing families. 
Denote by r(fg) the algebra generated by ca. If ~¢ is a directed semilattice, 
it was proved by Norberg (1989) that any stochastic process {XA: A e ~¢} with X 4, = 0 
has a unique additive xtension to the algebra r(~), such that for C = A\  U~= ~ A~ E ~, 
Sc  = XA -- ~ XAc~Ai -~- Z XAnA, c~Aj . . . .  -~- ( - 1)"XA~07= , a,' 
i=1  i<j 
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We remark that ~¢(u) _~ r(Cg), and that for B • sO(u), XB is ~n-measurable if {XA} is
adapted. However, in general for C • ~g, Xc  is neither f¢c nor fg~-measurable. 
We shall always assume that any ~¢-indexed process has a unique additive xten- 
sion to oK. This condition is satisfied by all of our examples. 
We now define the various types of processes which will be studied subsequently. 
Definition. Let X = {XA: A • ~¢} be an adapted integrable process. 
(i) X is an LP-bounded process if supc~ErX~l  < oc, p >~ 1. 
(ii) X is (L ~ - ) right continuous if a.s. for any decreasing sequence (A,) in d with 
A = 0,~= 1A,, we have XA,  --* XA (in LP-norm). 
(iii) X is an increasing process ifa.s, it is right continuous and for any C • cg, Xc  >>- 0 
a.s. (Note: By uniform integrability, any increasing process is Ll-right continuous.) 
(iv) X is a (sub)martingale if for any A, Bes¢  such that A ~_ B, then 
E [XBIo~a-] -- Sa,  (/> Xa). 
(v) X is a weak (sub)martingale if for any C • cg, E [Xc l~#c]  = O, ( >1 0). 
(vi) X is a strong (sub)martingale if for any C ~ c~, E [Xc l f#*]  = O, ( >>. 0). 
Comment. As was observed by Dozzi et al. (1994), all strong martingales are martin- 
gales. Also (A1) and (A2) imply that all martingales are weak martingales, and that 
strong submartingales are both submartingales and weak submartingales. However, 
submartingales are not necessarily weak submartingales. 
Definition. The admissible function /ix associated with an integrable process 
X = {Xa: A E ~1} is defined to be the finitely additive real function on the rectangles 
{FxC:F•~,Ce~}by 
ktx(F x C) = E( IFXc) .  
(IF is the indicator function of X.) 
Comment. As was proved in Proposition 4.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994), if V is an increasing 
process,/~v can be extended to a measure on the product space (f2 x T, ~ x M(d)), 
where M(d) is the Borel a-algebra generated by d .  
Denote by ~o the "predictable rectangles" in f2 x T: ~'o = {F × C: C E cg, F e f#c}. 
is the a-algebra generated by ~o. For any integrable process X, it is clear that there 
exists a unique additive xtension of/Ix from ~o to r (~o), the algebra generated by ~o. 
We note that X is a weak (sub)martingale if and only if Px = 0( i> 0) on ~o. 
Similarly, we can define the "weakly predictable rectangles": ~'~' = {F x oK: C ~ c£, 
F • fg~ }. ~* is the a-algebra generated by ~*.  Also, X is a strong (sub)martingale if 
and only if/~x = 0( t> 0) on ~*.  
Examples. (1) The classic example of a set T and a lattice d satisfying (A1) and (A2) 
is the case T = Rn+ and d = {A. = [0, z]: z ~ Rd+ }. As mentioned previously, some of 
our results are new even here. 
(2) A very simple but even more general example is T = Rd and ~¢ as before, with 
[0, z] denoting the points in the rectangle with diagonally opposite corners 0 and z. 
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Even on the line, this seems to be new, as the usual total order is lost. A martingale in
this setting is a sort of "two-sided" martingale which evolves both backward and 
forward in time from the origin. 
(3) An example in which T is a function space is thoroughly discussed in Ivanoff 
et al. (1993). 
(4) An example closely related to (1) describing the space-time evolution of a one- 
dimensional universe is given in Ivanoff and Merzbach (1994). 
2. Stopping sets 
In this section we will define and consider the properties of stopping sets. As well, 
we will define the histories associated with stopping sets and prove various optional 
stopping theorems. 
Definition. Let 4:f2 ~ d(u)  be of the form 4(co) = (J~= 1 (i(co), 4i:f2 ~ d ,  i = 1 .. . . .  k, 
k < oo. 4 is called a stopping set (s.s.) if for any A e sO, {09: A ~ ~(co)} e ~a,  {co: 
4} -- 4(co)} e ~-6, and there exists a set B e a¢ such that ¢ _ B a.s. A stopping set ~ is 
called simple if ~(co) e d Vco. (We write s.s.s, for a simple stopping set.) 
Comments. (1) Any finite union of simple stopping sets is a stopping set (by (A1)); 
however the converse is not true. 
(2) Our definition appears opposite to that of Kurtz (1980) and Hurzeler (1985), 
and in fact is stronger (see Proposition 2.1 following). With our definition, the class of 
stopping sets is closed under finite intersections and unions. (Ivanoff et al. 1993, 
Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3). 
(3) The assumption that ¢ c B a.s. is a boundedness a sumption, which is trivially 
satisfied if T e ~¢. 
(4) As in Ivanoffet al. (1993, Proposition 2.7), it can be shown that since d is closed 
under arbitrary intersections, for all n sufficiently large 0,(4) is a s.s. if ~ is a s.s. In the 
sequel, since we only deal with decreasing sequences {g, (4)}n, without loss of general- 
ity, it is implicitly assumed that n is large enough that gn(~) is a s.s. 
In what follows, any s.s. (resp. s.s.s.) taking on finitely many configurations will be 
referred to as discrete. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) I f  ~ is a s.s.s., then {~t = A} e ~a and {~ c A} ~ ~'~a, VA ~ ~4. 
(ii) I f  4 is a s.s., then {4 = B} ~ ~8 and {4 c_ B} e ~B, VB ~ d(u) .  
Proof. We prove only (ii), as clearly (i) is simpler. We begin by assuming that ~ is 
a discrete s.s., taking its values in d'(u), where d '  is a finite subfamily of ~¢. Then if 
B k = (Ji= 1 Ai e ~"(u) is an extremal representation, 
Ai~A 
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We claim that for i -- 1 . . . . .  k, 
(A,. (A ~ ~)c~ • ~-A,. (2.1) 
3 
(3 
A~sd' 
Ai~A 
lf(2.1) is true, then {4 = B} • Vi=l ~Ai C ~-B. Also, {4 c_ B} = U.j¢f;,{~ = B'} •~' , .  
Then, for ( a general stopping set, we have that ¢ = (~>mg,(~) Vm, and so 
{4 = B} = (-1 {g . (0  = g.(B)} • 
n >~m 
n >~ rn 
for every m. The conclusion follows since ~B = Or, ~,~(B). 
It remains to prove (2.1). Recall that ~ '  is finite. We observe that, since ~(~o) ~~¢'(u) 
and A~cg,(A~)nA Vn, A•sg  such that A~cA,{(A~_0n0g,~,  (A_  ¢)¢} 
= (A, ~_ ~)n ~;~5 ~n>~'n(g"(A')nA ~: ~) Vm. 
The right-hand side above is measurable with respect to ~g~ (a,)" Thus, the left-hand 
side is measurable with respect o N~ffg~(a,) = fix,, as required. [] 
Proposition 2.1 permits us to define the a-algebra ssociated with a s.s. ¢ in the 
natural way: 
~-~ = {F • ~:  Fn{~ _ B} • ~z VB • ~eC(u)}. 
By (A1), if • is a s.s.s., 
~'~ = {F•~:  Fn{~ _ A} •~A VA • d}.  
In either case, the inclusion in the definition may be replaced by equality if the 
stopping set is discrete. We note that if ( = B, then ~ = ~-n. 
Recall that ( = O,g,(O. It is straightforward to verify that ~-¢ = N,~9.(¢) since 
~-B = N, ~'g, tB) VB • ~¢(u). 
Lemma 2.2. I f  ~ is a stopping set, then X¢ is ~ -measurable if X is an adapted process 
which is almost surely right continuous. 
Proof. We begin by assuming that ~ is a discrete s.s.. Then for any real number a, and 
B a possible configuration of 4, 
{X¢ < a)n{¢ = B} = {Xn < a)n{~ = B} • ~B. 
Thus, {X¢ < a} • ~,  so X¢ is ~-¢-measurable. 
For an arbitrary s.s., by a.s. right continuity {X¢ < a} = Urn>,,, {0,>m{X0-(O 
< a} } u Q, where Q is a P-null set. Thus, X~ is measurable with respect to ~g (o, Vm' 
and so X¢ is ~-measurable. [] 
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Finally, if p is any random set taking its values in some class of subsets of T, we 
define the stochastic interval associated with p: 
(q~, p] = {(co, t):t e p(co)}. 
More generally, for any two random sets p and p', 
(p, p'] = {(co, t): t s p'(co)\p(co)} 
= (¢, p'] \ (~, p]. 
In order to obtain a stopping theorem for a class of set-indexed martingales, we 
often need a uniform integrability assumption on the process topped at any stopping 
set. 
Definition. Let X be an adapted process. X is said to be of class (D) if the family {X~, 
E z} is uniformly integrable, where z is the family of stopping sets. 
Comment. In the classical theory, closable one-parameter martingales X = {X, 
t >~ 0} as well as positive closable submartingales are always of class (D). However, for 
set-indexed martingales, this property is no longer true even if T e d .  
In what follows, we briefly deal with strong (sub)martingales and obtain the class 
(D) property. Next, the (sub)martingale case is discussed. Finally some new stopping 
theorems are given for weak (sub)martingales. In these two last cases, some of the 
results are new even for the two parameter case. 
Theorem 2.3. Let X be adapted and right-continuous. Then X is a strong (sub)martin- 
gale if and only if for any two stopping sets 4, 4' we have 
E[X¢,lff¢] = X¢,~¢( ~> X¢,~¢) a.s. (2.2) 
Proof. We prove the submartingale case only, as the proof for strong martingales i
identical, replacing all inequalities, in what follows, with equalities. 
First we assume that the inequality defined in (2.2) is satisfied and let C = A\D ~ % 
A ~ d ,  D ~ d(u).  To show that X is a strong submartingale, since (JB"~c~ B is 
a n-system generating (¢*, it suffices to show that ~p Xc dP >~ 0 for F ~ fiB, some 
Bed(u) ,  Bc~C = ~b. Since Bc~C = c~, C = A\(DwB).  Let 4' = A and ~ = DwB in 
(2.2). Since F ~ ~B ~- if(DuB), 
fi XcdP = fFXAdP-- fFX(DuB)nAdP 
= f rE (X  Alff(OvB))dP -- f XtO~B)c~A dP 
>~0. 
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To prove the converse, assume that X is a strong submartingale. We observe first 
that it suffices to assume that 4 ~ 4', since (4'u4)\4 = 4'\(4'n4). Thus, for any 
process X additive on c~, X¢,~¢ - X~ = X~ - X¢,~. Also, ¢ 'u4 is a stopping set. 
We now begin by assuming that 4 --- 4', and that 4, 4' are both discrete and 
bounded by A e ~¢. As proved in Lemma 3.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994), we may assume 
that there exists a finite subclass ~ of ~¢, such that 4 and 4' take their values in ~(u), 
and if ~(~) is the class of left-neighbourhoods of ~ (say c£(~) = {C~ ... . .  C,}), then 
(4~,4] = Y, f,×Ci 
i=1  
and 
(~b, 4'] = ~ F;xCi ,  
i=1  
where F~ = {co: Ci ___ 4(o)}, F; = {to: Ci c_ 4'(to)}, 
F~ ~ (~c,. 
Let K ~ ~¢. Then K c~ (4 = B) e ~n. We have 
Fi c_ F[, i= 1,.. . ,n, and Fi, 
(K×A)c~(~,4']= U U (Kn{4=B}c~F; )xC , .  
/~(u)  G ~B 
C~ e cg(.~) 
But since C~6Cg(~), C/ ~B implies that BnCi=c~. Thus, ~-~6 f¢~,, and since 
F~ ~ C~c, c c~* - c,, we have that K~{4=B}mFi~C~*, .  Therefore, (KxA)n(4,~']  
r(~*) and since #x extends to a non-negative function on r(~*), 
O<~tZx((KxA)n(¢,4']) = U U XC, I{¢=8}nF;IK=E((Xe'--X¢)IK)" 
B~(u) C~ ~ B 
C~ ~ ~(~) 
Thus, E(X¢, I~) 1> X¢ 
Now assume that 4' and 4 are not necessarily discrete, and that 4 - 4' - A, A ~ d .  
Consider E(Xo.~,)l~o,,(o), for m I> n. For n fixed, (E(Xg,~¢~l~o,.~o), ~o~(o) is a re- 
verse martingale. Therefore (cL Kopp, 1984, Corollary 2.10.2), as m ~ 
E(Xo.(¢,)l~o,,(¢)) --, E(X,.(¢,)I~'~) 
a.s. and in L 1 (since 0,, ~g~(o = ~¢). Next, it is easily seen by what was proved above 
that (Xo.~¢,), ~g,(¢,)) is a reverse submartingale, and 0 -%< E(Xo,~¢,)) <,% E(Xa) Vn, (of. 
Lemma 2.5). Thus (Xo, (~,)) is uniformly integrable (Kopp, 1984), Theorem 2.10.1), and 
as n ~ ~, Xo,(¢, )-~ X¢ a.s. and in Lx. Thus we also have E(Xo,~¢,)I~¢) ~ E(X¢, 1~¢) 
a.s. and in L ~. Finally, it follows that 
0 -%< lim lim (E(Xo.(¢,)l~gm(¢)) - Xom(¢)) 
n~oo ra~ 
= E(X¢,I ~¢) - Xe, a.s. 
This completes the proof. [] 
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Comment. A similar result was proved by Hurzeler (1985) using a different technique. 
The proof of the following corollary is analogous to the classic case. 
Corollary 2.4. If T ~ ~t, then every positive strong submartingale is of class (D). 
We now consider the martingale case and begin, for the sake of completeness, with 
a result due to Kurtz (1980): 
Theorem 2.5. Let M be a martingale and ~ and ~' two simple stopping sets such that 
~ ~'. Then 
E[M~, [~]  = M~. (2.3) 
Comment. It is clear from Theorem 2.3 that this result cannot be extended to general 
stopping sets (and therefore, in general, a martingale is not of class (D)). However, we 
have the following. 
Theorem 2.6. Assume for any random variable X and A, B ~ d ,  
E[_E(XI~A)I~B] = E[XI~A~B]. (2.4) 
Let M be a right-continuous martingale and ~ be a stopping set. If M is of class (D) or if 
is discrete then for any A, B e s/which are bounded above (i.e. 3D(A, B) e ~¢ such 
that A, B ~_ O(A, B)), 
E[MA~¢I~u] = MB~¢. (2.5) 
If (2.4) does not hold, then (2.5) is valid for any A, B ~ ~1 such that B ~_ A. 
Proof. Assume first (2.4) and that ~ is discrete. Using the representation f Lemma 3.1 
of Dozzi et al. (1994), we can write: 
i 
where F~ = {Ci G 4} e fie,, and the {Ci} are disjoint. Also, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that Ci 7~ B implies Ci m B = qS. Since M is a martingale and (2.4) is 
assumed, this formula is equal to: 
Mc, Iv,+ ~ E[MA~GIv, I~n]. 
i i 
c, c B ci ~ B 
The first summation is exactly MB~. It remains to show that the second summation 
vanishes. Note that since Ci ~ B, we have Cic~B = q~. Let Ci = A")\~jA~ i) be 
a maximal representation f Ci in gl (D(A, B)). Therefore, among all the sets {AJi)}j, 
there is at least one, for example A~ J, such that B _c ~,~a"~. Now recall that 
Mc=MA--~MAc~A,+ ~ MA~A,~&+ "'" +(--1)"MA~A . . . . . .  A. 
i i<j  
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(The subscript and superscript (i) has been suppressed for notational convenience.) 
By (2.4), E(MAI~A,)= E(MA~A,), E(MA~A,I~A,)=E(MA~A,~A,), if i~  1, etc. 
Thus, the sum telescopes, and E(Mc, I~A~,,) =0. Similarly, we note that 
A c~ Ci = A c~ A")\ OjA) i) is a maximal representation, and since #,(A) i)) n Ci # (a Vn, 
we have ~c. --C ~A~o~/j. Thus, if B _c "-JA! i)
E[MAc~C, Iv, [~B] = EEIr, E [M Ac~C, Io~A~] I,~B] = O. 
Thus, E[MAn~I~n] = MBc~, if ~ is discrete. 
If M is of class (D), observe that 
E [M A c~  [~B] 
= lim E [MA~g.(0 Io~n] (by uniform integrability and Lt convergence) 
n 
= lim MBc~o,( 0 
n 
= MBc~. 
If (2.4) does not hold, and B _ A, then the above proof is still valid, replacing ~-A~" 
with ,~Ac~A~i~. [] 
Finally, we come to the "weak martingale case", and state first a general result. 
Proposition 2.7. Let M be a L l-right-continuous weak (sub)martingale of class (D). 
Then for any two stoppin9 sets tr and z such that tr c_ z, we have 
E(M~ - M,) = O, ( ~> 0). (2.6) 
Proof. It is proved in Lemma 3.2 of Dozzi et al. (1994) that for discrete stopping sets, 
E(M, - M~) = t2u(cr, z]. 
Since M is of class (D), then using Theorem 3.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994),/~x extends to 
a a-additive measure on the predictable a-field ~. Now, let tr and z be stopping sets. 
By Proposition 2.8 of Ivanoff et al. (1993), each of these stopping sets can be 
approximated by a decreasing sequence of discrete stopping sets and following 
Theorem 2.9 of Ivanoff et al. (1993), (a, ~] ~ ~. Therefore, using the Ll-right-continu - 
ity of M, we get the relation (2.6). [] 
Remark. Instead of the class (D) condition, we can require the class (D') condition as 
defined in Dozzi et al. (1994) or that M is a square of a martingale since we need only 
that/~x extends to a a-additive measure. 
Corollary 2.8. Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.7, we have 
E[(M, -- Mo)l~(o, ~)] = 0, ( f> 0), (2.7) 
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where f#(a, r) = a {F : F E ~,  av(z) is stopping set}, and 
{a(o)) if ¢o ~ F 
aF(r)(o) = r(o) if ¢o¢F" 
Proofi fq°(a, r) = {F: F ~ i f ,  at(r) is a s.s.} is a field (and therefore a n-system) and 
following Proposition 2.7, for any F~°(a , r ) ,  we obtain E[ (M~-M, ) . Ie ]  
= E[(M~ - M,~,)] = 0 ( ~> 0). Therefore (2.7) holds. [] 
Comment. In general, it is difficult to characterize the a-field ~(a, r) and in certain 
cases it is the trivial a-field ~.  This shows that we cannot expect o get an interesting 
optional sampling theorem for weak (sub)martingales. However, notice that if T ~ ~¢ 
and ~ = T is deterministic, we have fq(a, ~) = {F ~ ~:  Fn{A ~ a} ~ ~a, VA E ~}.  
The next result is close to Theorem 2.6. 
Theorem 2.9. Let M be a right-continuous weak (sub)martingale and ~ be a stopping set. 
I f  M is of class (D) or if ~ is discrete, then 
E[Mc~¢lfqc] = 0 ( >t O) for any CEfq. (2.8) 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.6. Suppose first that ~ is discrete and 
following Lemma 3.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994), let (¢~,~]=U~=lFixCi. Now 
Mc~ = ~ Iv, Mc~q and note that fqc ~- fqc~c, and fqc, --- fqc~c,. Then 
E [Mcn¢l~c] = ~ E [E [Mc~c, Ir, l~c~q]lfac] 
i 
= Z EEIe, EEMcnc, l~c~c,] I~c] = 0 (/> 0). 
i 
For a general stopping set ~, since ~ = N, g, (0 which are discrete stopping sets, using 
the fact that M is a.s. right-continuous and uniform integrability (class (D) property), 
we obtain the result. [] 
3. Local martingales and the Doob-Meyer decomposition 
Definition. Let ~ be a class of processes and X be an arbitrary process, which is not 
necessarily integrable. We say that a stopping set ~ reduces the process X with respect 
to the class ~ if X ~ = {XAn~, A ~ ~} ~ ~ and X ~ is of class (D). 
We say that X has a localizing sequence {~.} with respect to the class ~ if {~.} is an 
increasing sequence of stopping sets which reduce X with respect o ~ and such that 
A ~ U.~l ~.(m), for all o E t2 and A e ~.  
We are now in position to define local martingales. In the two-parameter setting, 
a similar definition was proposed by Gushchin and Mishura (1992) for strong locally 
square integrable martingales, and another one was suggested by Fouque (1983). 
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Definition. A process X is called a local (strong, weak) (sub)martingale if it has 
a localizing sequence with respect o the class of (strong, weak) (sub)martingales. 
Remark. Notice that a local (strong, weak) martingale of class (D) is a (strong, weak) 
martingale. Also, any local (strong, weak) (sub)martingale whose localizing sequence 
is deterministic s a (strong, weak) (sub)martingale. 
The following notation will be used in the sequel: 
Y~x(g) = {4:4 reduces X with respect o g}. 
Definition. We say that the process X is locally of class (D) if it has a localizing 
sequence with respect o the class of all processes. (i.e. There exists an increasing 
sequence {4,} of s.s.'s such that A c_c_ U,~ 1 4,(o~), for all ~o ~ f2 and A e ~¢ and X ¢" is of 
class (D), Vn.) 
Remark. A (strong, weak) martingale locally of class (D) is a local (strong, 
weak) martingale. This fact follows easily from Theorem 2.6 (resp. Theorems 2.3 
and 2.9). 
Proposition 3.1. The class ~x(d) is closed under finite intersections and finite unions, 
where 8 is either the class of (strong, weak) martingales, or ~ is the class of processes 
which are locally of class (D). 
Proof. Let 4 and 4' be two stopping sets which reduce X with respect to 8. We have to 
show that the same holds for the stopping set 4 n 4' and for the stopping set 4 u 4'. By 
the equality X ~¢' = X ~ + X ¢' - X ¢~¢', it follows that it is enough to prove that 4 n 4' 
reduces X (indeed, using the admissible function #x, if the processes X ¢, X ¢' and X ~ ~ 4 
are weak (or strong) martingales, then X ~¢' will have the same property.) 
Now, begin with the case "locally of class (D)": since 4n4'  ~- 4 and 4~4' c_ 4' then 
if X ¢ and X ~' are both of class (D) then X ~ ~ ¢' is also of class (D). Therefore, the other 
cases now follow easily as before from Theorems 2.6, 2.3 and 2.9. [] 
This proposition is not necessarily true for submartingales: Indeed, the fact that X ¢ 
and X ¢' are submartingales does not imply that X ~U~' is a submartingale. However, 
~x (~) is closed under finite intersections if ~ is the class of (strong, weak) submartin- 
gales. 
Corollary 3.2. The sum of two local (strong, weak, strong sub, weak sub, sub)martingales 
is still a local (strong, weak, strong sub, weak sub, sub)martingale. 
Proof. Let X and Y be two processes which belong to one of these classes, and {4,}, 
{4', } their respective localizing sequences. Following Proposition 3.1, {4. n 4', } is 
a localizing sequence for each of them. Therefore, it is a localizing sequence for 
X+Y.  [] 
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Comment. Under a topological condition which is satisfied in all the examples given 
here, it may be shown that a process which is locally local is in fact local. 
We now give an important application of the concept of localization, by 
extending the Doob-Meyer decomposition toweak submartingales not necessarily of 
class (D). 
In order to define what is meant by a predictable increasing d- indexed process, we 
need one more assumption, which was previously introduced in Dozzi et al. (1994) for 
the Doob-Meyer decomposition for class (D) weak submartingales. 
(A3) There exists a filtration {~:  t • T} such that for any C • cg, t • C implies that 
~c - o~t. Moreover, for all F • ~,  there exists a unique (up to indistinguishability) 
T-indexed ~-measurable process Y = {Y~: t • T} such that Yt = E[ IF I~] .  
Definition. Assume (A3). An increasing process V = { Va: A • d}  is called predictable 
if for any F • ~ and C • c~, we have 
#v(F x C) = E[ IvVc] = f E[ I r l~](og) lc( t )d#v.  
Proposition 3.3. Assume (A3) and that T • d .  Then every positive strong submartingale 
X has a unique Doob-Meyer decomposition X = M + V, where M is a weak martingale 
and V is a predictable increasing process. 
Proof. Following Corollary 2.4, X is of class (D). Moreover, a strong submartingale is 
also a weak submartingale. Then the result follows by Theorem 4.1 of Dozzi et al. 
(1994). [] 
Comment. In this decomposition, M is not necessarily a strong martingale, unless 
a more stringent "class (D)" condition is imposed. 
Now we are in position to give the generalized Doob-Meyer decomposition. 
Theorem 3.4. Assume (A3) and let X be a local weak submartingale. Then there exists 
a unique decomposition X = M + V, where M is a local weak martingale and V is 
a local predictable increasing process. 
Proof. Let {~,} be a localizing sequence for X. Then, for each n, we have a unique 
decomposition: X ~" = M" + V", where M" is a weak submartingale and V" a predict- 
able increasing process. (Theorem 4.1 in Dozzi et al. 1994. Note that 
M" = V" = 0, VA • ~¢. If F × C c (~b, ~,], with F • (~c, then A\~, A\~. 
lax(F x C) = E( I rXc)  = E(IvXc~¢,) = I~x~°(F x C). 
Therefore on (~b, ~,], we have #x = Px~-. Note that V" is of class (D), since 
0 ~< V~" ~< V~, which is integrable. Thus, M" is also of class (D). We now show that 
(V "+ 17  = V". Following Proposition 4.2 of Dozzi et al. (1994), it is enough to check 
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that the two vector measures /~."+ ~and ft. associated with these two processes 
coincide. Now, coming back to the proof of Theorem 4.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994), we 
notice that the construction of/~' is exactly the same for both the processes X ~" and 
X ¢"** ~{". Therefore, (V "+ a)~" = V" and this is a predictable increasing process. 
Now define the processes M and V as follows: 
Ma (o9) = M](to) and Va(to) = V](to) if A ~ ~,(o9). 
Note: MCA " =MAn¢.  = M"A~. = M"a. Thus M is a local martingale. The process V is 
increasing and so has a a-additive admissible measure pv on #. Also, on (~b, ~,], 
pv = pv*° (Same argument as before). 
To show that V is predictable, consider any rectangle F x C with F e ~ and C e 
and let C=A\U~=~A~.  Note that {to: C_~. ( to )}_~H. ,  where H ,={to :  
A ~_ ¢,(o~)} ~ffA. Denote f2a = H1, f2, = H, \H ._ I ,  F. = Fnf2 , .  Then, clearly 
= U,~lf2., F = U.~= 1F., where F, e f f  for any n, and the sets {F,} are disjoint. 
Thus, 
#v(F x C) = ~ I~v(F. × C) 
n=l  
= ~ #v~-(F. x C) (since F, x C ~ (q~, 4.]) 
n=l  
n=|  
n=l  
-- fE. l  )Ic(t)dl v, 
and therefore V is predictable. 
By the same arguments, using the uniqueness in Theorem 4.1 of Dozzi et al. (1994), 
we obtain the uniqueness of the decomposition. [] 
Corollary 3.5. To any increasing process V, we can associate a unique dual predictable 
projection V~; i.e. V - V ~ ia a weak martingale and V ~ is a local predictable increasing 
process. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.4 since an increasing process is 
a weak submartingale locally of class (D) and the localizing sequence may be chosen 
to be deterministic. [] 
We now give two examples. The first is a non-trivial weak submartingale on 
T = R 2 which is not necessarily uniformly integrable, but is locally of class (D). The 
second is a non-integrable point process on T = R n. As before, we let ~¢ = {A.: z e T } 
where Az = [0, z]. 
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Examples. (1) Let T = R2 and let {Us, ~v},  {Vt, ~v} be independent submartin- 
gales on ~+ with Uo = Vo = 0. Let {X, ~} be defined on ~¢ as follows: 
XA,,t = U s Vt, 
~ As,, 
It is easy to see that on any rectangle C = (s, s'] × (t, t'] 
E(Xc[~c)  = E( (Us , -  Us)(Vc - Vt)l~a,,.,,) 
= E(Us , -  U , I~)E(V , , -  V,I~ -v) 
>~0. 
It is then straightforward to verify that E(Xc]~c)  >~ 0 for any set C in oK, so X is 
a weak submartingale. (In fact it is also a submartingale.) 
Now suppose that ~v  and ~v are both right continuous, and let S be a bounded 
stopping time with respect to ~ v and T a bounded stopping time with respect to ~ v. 
By right continuity of the filtrations, {s < S} e ~v  and {t < T} e ~v .  Thus, As, v is 
a simple stopping set, since for V(s, t) ~ ~2, 
{As, t ~- As, T} = {s <~ S}c~{t ~ T} e~A,.,. 
Suppose that one of the submartingales, say V, is increasing. In this case, we claim 
that X is locally of class (D). Indeed, let 
S, = inf{s: Us/> n} ^  n, 
T, = inf{t: lit ~> n}/x n. 
We have that both Us, and Vr, are integrable, and if U s"= U(S .^s) ,  then 
] uS"[ <~ n v [ Us, [. Likewise [ Vtr"[ <~ n v I VT. [. 
Clearly, the random sets {~.} = {As.. r.} converge to g¢2+. We shall show that X ~" is 
of class (D). Fix co, and let A = ¢, (m). Let B e ~' (u). Then A c~ B may be expressed as 
a finite disjoint union of horizontal bands C~ .. . . .  Ck, where Ct = [0, Sl] x [0, tl], 
and for 2 ~< i ~< k, C~ = [0, s~] x (t~_ 1, ti], where 0 ~< Sk < Sk- ~ < "" < Sl ~< S.(e)) and 
0 <~ t~ < tz < "" < tk <~ T.(og). We have 
k 
XAn13= ~ Xc~ 
i=1  
k 
= ~', Us, x (Vt, - lit,_,) (setting to = 0). 
i=1  
Hence 
k 
]XA~B[ <~ ~ Igs, l(r,,- lit,_,), 
i=1  
since V is increasing 
<~ ln v Us.l x V, k 
In v Us~lln v VT~[. 
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It follows that for any stopping set r, 
[X~C"(fz~)[ ~< n 2 d- nlUs.(co)l + nVr.(o~) + IUs.(o~)Vw.(~)l. 
Since the right-hand side is integrable, X ~- is of class (D). It is easily verified that if 
tT and 17 are the (one-dimensional) dual predictable projections of U and V, respec- 
tively, then UV = X ~. 
(2) Let T = ~a and let X be a ~o-measurable positive and non-integrable random 
variable. Define a point process N on T as follows: given {X = x}, N is a Poisson 
process on T with mean measure x2, where 2 is Lebesgue measure (i.e., N is a Cox 
process with driving measure X~.). It is easily seen that N is a local strong submartin- 
gale with localizing sequence [ - n/X, n/X], where n/X = (n/X . . . . .  n/X). The local 
increasing process in the Doob-Meyer decomposition is V" = X2. 
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